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OUR VISIONARY FOUNDERS
Paul Harris 1868 - 1947 Arch Klumph 1869 - 1951 
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Presentation Notes
Felles:Kom fra enkle kår.Arbeidet seg oppVisjonære!



The Early Years

100 YEARS OF DOING GOOD IN THE WORLD
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Presentation Notes
Atlanta 1917Objects of Rotary ready in 1929.It has been changed during the yers, but the 6th is the unchanged.



The mission of The Rotary 
Foundation is to enable 
Rotarians to advance 
world understanding, 
goodwill, and peace 
through the improvement 
of health, the support of 
education, and the 
alleviation of poverty.

THE MISSION OF THE ROTARY FOUNDATION

100 YEARS OF DOING GOOD IN THE WORLD

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Rotary Foundation is a primary source of funding for Rotary’s humanitarian activities, from clubs’ and districts’ local service projects to global initiatives. It also leads Rotary’s ongoing effort to eradicate polio worldwide. Our Foundation is able to achieve its mission through the generous contributions and active participation of Rotarians and friends of Rotary.



It seems eminently proper that we 
should accept endowments for the 
purpose of doing good in the 
world, in charitable, educational or 
other avenues of community 
progress …

— Arch Klumph, 1917

ARCH KLUMPH’S VISION — 1917
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Presentation Notes
Arch Klumph is called the father of the Foundation because he had the vision of a Rotary endowment fund and the dedication to bring this dream to life. As president of the Rotary Club of Cleveland, Ohio, USA, in 1913, he advocated for the club to build a reserve that would ensure its means to do future good work. As president of Rotary in 1916-17, he proposed this idea to a larger audience.Arch’s vision of an endowment would eventually become The Rotary Foundation, and his call for “doing good in the world” was to become the Foundation’s motto. But it would take some time for all of that to happen.



FIRST CONTRIBUTION — 1917
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Presentation Notes
In 1917, the Rotary Club of Kansas City, Missouri, USA, made the first contribution, $26.50, to the endowment fund that Arch Klumph had suggested in his convention speech. But for almost a decade, the endowment went largely unknown and received very few contributions. Do you know how much that contribution is worth today?  $536. 



CONTRIBUTION HISTORY

“Paul Harris had 
expressed hope 
that instead of 
funeral flowers 
money might be 
sent to [the] 
Foundation 
for furthering 
international 
understanding.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It began in 1947, when Paul Harris died after a prolonged illness. Rotary’s beloved founder had told friends that if they wanted to honor him, they should donate to the Foundation. So Rotary established a special fund for the contributions that flooded headquarters as news of Paul’s death spread. In just 18 months, the Foundation received $1.3 million. Contributions continued to increase over the years, and they first topped $1 million in a single year in 1965.  At the 1978 convention in Tokyo, Rotary announced a two-year 75th anniversary fund, which would receive more than $7.2 million.In 2004, the Foundation started the Every Rotarian, Every Year campaign to stimulate giving to the Annual Fund, which supports Foundation grants. In 2014-15, that fund received a record $123 million in contributions. 



CONTRIBUTION HISTORY
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Foundation’s assets grew slowly over its first 30 years. At the end of the 1947-48 Rotary year, it had received only about $2 million in contributions since 1917. Today, the Foundation’s assets stand at more than $1 billion. What led to such a remarkable increase in donations?



FIRST GRANT — 1930
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In 1930, the Foundation made its first grant, $500 to the International Society for Crippled Children, now known as Easter Seals. Do you know how much $500 is worth today? Around $6,900.Can you recognize this person in the front row? (Paul Harris)



Programs

100 YEARS OF DOING GOOD IN THE WORLD



FIRST PROGRAM: SCHOLARSHIPS FOR GRADUATE STUDY — 1947

Presenter
Presentation Notes
World war 2 is over, and it is necessary to rebuild.In 1947, the Foundation launched its first program: scholarships for graduate study. The first group of scholars, spotlighted here in The Rotarian magazine, began their studies in the 1947-48 academic year.The program’s criteria have changed a few times during its seven decades, and so has its name — the students have been called Paul Harris Fellows, Ambassadorial Scholars, and Rotary Scholars. But the concept of sending promising students abroad for graduate study remains the same.We also have the Georgia Scholarship, funded by Rotarians in Georgia



AWARDS FOR TECHNICAL TRAINING AND GROUP STUDY EXCHANGE
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Presentation Notes
Back to history: The sixties are optimistic and the world is moving on despite the cold war.The Foundation also focused on vocational training. In the 1960s, it began issuing Awards for Technical Training, later called Vocational Scholarships, which offered young adults an opportunity to study abroad and learn valuable skills that they could take back to their home countries.Later(GSE)In January 1964, the Foundation Trustees and RI Directors agreed to begin a Foundation program called Group Study Exchange (GSE), which was modeled on an intercountry exchange program started in the 1950s. The first 34 Group Study Exchange teams traveled in the 1964-65 Rotary year, crisscrossing the globe as ambassadors for their vocations, their countries, and their Rotary districts.  Does anybody remember what GSE teams were and what they did?(Their purpose was to observe how their professions were practiced in other parts of the world and to share ideas with their counterparts abroad.) The GSE team shown here is visiting CERN, the European Organization for Nuclear Research, in Switzerland.Today, the Foundation supports vocational training teams, groups of professionals who travel abroad either to teach local professionals about a particular field or to learn more about their own.



MATCHING GRANTS
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In 1963-64, RI President Carl Miller focused on reducing the tensions of the Cold War by bringing people of different cultures and beliefs together. In 1964, the Trustees approved the Special Grants program, later called Matching Grants, which provided funding for clubs and districts to undertake projects that furthered international understanding. Members in two countries often worked together on humanitarian projects, and eventually this became a program requirement. Over the course of the program, the Foundation awarded more than 37,000 Matching Grants worth well over $500 million in more than 200 countries. The projects addressed a wide range of needs, providing everything from technical training to literacy programs to clean water.



3-H GRANTS — 1978
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In the late 1970s, Rotary leaders began looking for a way to inspire large international projects to mark Rotary International’s 75th anniversary in 1980. In 1978, the Foundation created the Health, Hunger, and Humanity (3-H) program. In 1979, its first grant gave $760,000 to a multiyear project to immunize 6 million children in the Philippines against polio.Throughout the three decades that followed, the 3-H program supported a wide range of other health-related projects, from eye camps to prosthetic limbs to mobile clinics in remote areas.



A SIMPLIFIED GRANT MODEL — 2013
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At the start of the 21st century, Foundation programs were doing a great deal of good in the world. But Rotary leaders began to worry about how long the Foundation could sustain the wide assortment of programs that had evolved over the years. In 2004, Rotary started to look for a remedy to the increasing costs of administering these ever-expanding programs. It began work on what became known as the Future Vision Plan, in which the Foundation would offer just three types of grants: district grants, global grants, and packaged grants.From 2010 to 2013, 100 districts participated in a pilot of Future Vision, and the new grant model was put into place worldwide in 2013. The Foundation discontinued Matching Grants, Ambassadorial Scholarships, Group Study Exchange, and other programs, though the new grants retained many of their features. Not long after, it also discontinued the new packaged grants.



DISTRICT GRANTS

Salim NajarArun Chaudhadi 
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District grants fund small-scale, short-term activities that address needs in local communities and communities abroad. Each district chooses which activities it will fund with these grants. Some districts choose to allocate smaller grants to support several club projects. District grants can fund many kinds of district and club efforts, including:  Humanitarian projects, including service travel and disaster recovery efforts Scholarships for any level, length of time, location, or area of study Vocational training teams



GLOBAL GRANTS
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Global grants support large-scale international activities with sustainable, measurable outcomes in one or more of Rotary’s six areas of focus.Grant sponsors form international partnerships and work together to develop projects that respond to real community needs. Global grants can fund: Humanitarian projects Scholarships for graduate-level academic studies Vocational training teams For example, the global grant project shown on the right supports a mobile repair shop that travels to cities in Mexico. Disabled workers employed by a project partner design, fabricate, and repair specialty wheelchairs and custom wheeled devices. Rotary clubs in each city coordinate permits, access to electricity, housing for workers, and marketing.Another global grant in Burkina Faso, shown on the left, installed a well in an area where droughts are frequent and women and children had to walk several kilometers a day to get water. Many local residents watched the drilling continue through the night, excited by the promise of having clean drinking water.



POLIO

Eradication of Polio

STATUS:
1988:Polio paralyzed more than 1000 

children worldwide every day.

2017: 21 cases altogether
• Afghanistan 13
• Pakistan 8 

3 countries remains: 
Afghanistan Pakistan og 
Nigeria
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Last case reported in Afganistan 28 December 2017Started with a grant in the Phillipins. Today 86 tilfeller av VDPV: Kongo 12 (17.11.17, Syria 74 (21. sept.)2016: Overgang til vaksine ved sprøyter og ikke dråperRIs mål: USD 50 mill pr år i 3 årGates Foundation: Støtter 1:3 opptil USD 50 mill pr år de neste 3 årene



FIGHT AGAINST POLIO: LAST STEPS
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Taliban forbids parents to vaccinate against polio and attacs health workers.Authorities in Peshawar has decleaed war against polio, saying it is .: «Endangering public security»If parents refuses vaccination.Foreldre som ikke vil vaksinere sine barn:Religious leaders are sent to tallk to the parent.If the parents are not convinced they will be arrested and has to stay in jail until they have changed their minds.



ROTARY PEACE CENTERS — 1999
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The Foundation launched The Rotary Centers for International Studies in 1999 in cooperation with several leading universities throughout the world. These Rotary Peace Centers welcomed the inaugural class of peace fellows in the fall of 2002. Through academic training, study, and practice, the Rotary Peace Centers program develops leaders who become catalysts for peace and conflict prevention and resolution in their communities and around the globe. Each year, up to 100 Rotary Peace Fellows are chosen to participate in a master’s degree or certificate program at one of our six centers.  Do you know which centers these are?Graduates of the program are reintegrating refugees in Sudan, creating jobs for disadvantaged women in India, and supporting reconstruction in devastated regions of the world.After the 2010 earthquake that destroyed much of Haiti, former peace fellow Louisa Dow (shown here at left) worked for Habitat for Humanity, helping displaced families find safe permanent housing.Many people in these two zones are contributors to the Rotary Peace Centers, so I would like to take the time to thank you



THE ROTARY PEACE CENTERS: 

• 1999 Masterstudie estblished
• 2002 Launch of program
• 2004 1st class of fellows 

graduate
• 2006 Launch of av pilot, short 

term studies
• 2008 Short term established
• 2012 Extern evaluation
• 2014  New name: Rotary Peace 

Centers, Rotary Peace Fellows
• 2017 New growth strategy and 

new professional development 
certificate program
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1980: Idea about more work for peace. 1988-1991:  10 Rotar Peace Forum: Evanstone, Costa Rica, Nice, Hiroshima, Elfenbenskysten, Melbourne, Brazil, England, India, og Brazil igjen.Some numbers: 150 millioner people died because of war in the 20. century. The bloodiest in the world historyThe first 50 years after the 2. Wolrd war saw 120 wars, 25 mill people was killed and 75 millions severly hurt.Getting close to 50 yesr since Paul Harris død. How could this be celebrated with the best effect. By more education of specialists.Peace Fellows. At the beginning: 7 universities, covering 4 continents.. Duke (USA), International Christian University(Japan) Scinece Po, Frankrike, Universidad El Salvador, Argentina, Bradford, England, Berkeley, USA, Queensland, Australia.Ønsket alle verdensdeler representert. El Salvadr og Frankrike falt ut. Sverige kom inn.6 sentere fordelt på 7 universiteter.2009 Closed2011 Universidad del Salvador i Argentain closed and Uppsala enteredKull, ferdig i 2004 hadde 68 studenter fra 29 land6 Centers – 7 universitiesUniversity of Queensland, AustraliaUniversity of Bradford, EnglandInternational Christian University, JapanUppsala Universitet, SverigeDuke University/University of Nort Carolina, Chapell Hill USAChualalongkorn University, Thailand (3 mndr sertificat)



Rotary Peace Fellow alumni locations

• 34% North America
• 22% Asia

• 20% Europe
• 9% South America

• 6% Africa
• 6% Australia/Oceania
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This map shows the approximate distribution location of the nearly 1000 Rotary Peace Fellows working in over 100 countries around the world. Peace fellows are scattered across the globe on every continent. 



We should not live for 
ourselves alone, but for the joy 
in doing good for others

— Arch Klumph, 1929

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Through the Foundation, Rotary members find satisfaction in serving others. The Foundation offers countless opportunities for all members, alumni, and their friends to do good in their communities and in the world — and to make a real, life-changing difference for people in need.And because of the Foundation, people around the world recognize Rotary as an agent of positive change in the world. There are many ways that you can improve lives today and build a better future though Rotary: Work with an international partner club to develop a project in one of Rotary’s six areas of focus and apply for a global grant Participate in or support your club or district’s grant projects Contribute to the Foundation to ensure it can continue to do good in the world for many years to come
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As district leaders, it will be your responsibility to celebrate and help promote the Rotary Foundation centennial.  The centennial should help each of you in your various roles: it should help the coordinators promote grants, etc.Have you got any ideas on how to celebrate 100 years of TRF?  I would like you to get into groups of four or five, and discuss this for a few minutes.- After five minutes -Would someone from each group like to come and share some ideas?
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